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Abstract: Recently, chaos theory has appeared as the core of many applications in cryptography, information 

hiding and forensics. One of these chaotic maps is the logistic map. Usually, the secret key (initial condition and 

control parameter), must be greater than 214 bytes to avoid any cryptographic attack. However, remembering such 

a long key proves impractical. An ID-based random number generator is used to generate TRNG or PRNG. In this 

work, I propose an FPTRNG to be used as the secret key for the logistic map. To address the design need, a 

symmetric logistic-map-based cryptographic system is implemented using confusion and diffusion. The design is 

tested with image data types. The experiment analyses the following parameters: key space, key sensitivity, 

sensitivity, autocorrelation, histograms, information entropy, randomness and execution speed. The results show 

the effectiveness of the proposed technique for secure image data and applicability to multimedia security. 
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1. General Introduction 

The theory of chaos plays a significant role in modern 

security systems as a basis for developing 

cryptography, information hiding and forensics. The 

purpose of using chaos refers to its basic characteristic 

settings (random-behaviour, sensitivity to initial 

conditions and control parameters) to meet the classic 

Shannon provisions of confusion and diffusion [2]. 

Many chaotic maps [3–5], their improvements [6–8] 

and their mixed modes [9–11] have been previously 

presented, such as logistic map, cat map, uniform map 

and Arnold map. This work focused on the discrete-

time logistic map, which functions as the mathematical 

core to secret-key encryption algorithms for image 

data. 
 

Many chaotic cryptosystems [3–11] have been 

previously suggested in the research literature. These 

systems can generally be divided into two categories: 

chaotic block-ciphers and chaotic stream-ciphers. The 

work by Baptista [12] was one of the earliest attempts 

to build a block-cipher based on chaotic encryption. In 

early 1991, a stream-cipher, based on a chaotic map, 

was presented by Habutsu et al. [13]. Even though 

several schemes/maps were proposed in earlier work, 

the logistic map remains one of the simplest maps that 

is used in many schemes [14]. 

Several varieties of pseudo random number 

generators (PRNGs) have been proposed. They are 

based on different methods [15], including that of the 

non-linear principle [1]. Non-linear systems theory is 

applied to cryptography to increase the security level. 

For this reason, many schemes of chaotic systems are 

proposed to address the weaknesses of classical 

encryption algorithms such as DES, AES and RSA. 

Using the methods of PRNG in chaotic systems can 

produce high-quality random numbers and good 

cryptographic characteristics [16–18]. 

2. Contribution 

This paper provides the following contributions: 

1. Solve the problem of remembering the secret key 

(initial condition and control parameter) of the 

logistic map using FPTRNG. 
 

2. Use the logistic map, as the core algorithm for 

TRNG. 
 

3. Provide non-repudiation, due to the use of 

FPTRNG as a seed (secret key). 

3. Logistic Map 

The logistic map is one of the simplest chaotic maps, 

described by [3] xk + 1 = µxk(1 – xk), where 0 < µ ≤ 4. 
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When 3.5699456 < µ ≤ 4, the map is in the chaotic 

state: x0 ∈ (0, 1); k = 0, 1, 2, … l; and l is the size of the 

logistic map. 

4. Proposed Design 

In this work, my previously published work on 

FPTRNG was used to generate a secret key of size L, 

where L = 128. Here, we halve the value of L, to 

generate the secret key for the first logistic map. Next, 

we use a parameter such as KZ and the rest of the value 

of L, to generate the secret key for the second logistic 

map. We use previously found logistic maps as the 

core of confusion and diffusion, which are ultimately 

used as the encryption key. The design implementation 

steps are: 

1. Secret-key generation: Apply the FPTRNG 

algorithm to the advice fingerprint image. Convert 

the generated 128-bits number into hexadecimal, 

such as: 

, , 

, . 

2. Logistic map Y: Compute the initial condition and 

control parameter of logistic map Y, such as: 

ay = 3.998 + (KA + KB)mod(1/1000), y0 = (KC + 

KD)mod1. 

Logistic map Y is iterated L times, where L = size 

of the input data. 

=  

3. Logistic map X: Compute the parameter KZ such 

that:  

, 

. 

Compute the initial condition and control 

parameter of logistic map X, such that: 

ax = 3.998 + (KA + KB + KZ)mod1/1000, x0 = (KC + 

KD + KZ)mod1, 

3.998 < ax,y < 4, 0 < x0, y0 < 1. 

4. Confusion Process: Compute: 

. 

5. Diffusion Process: Compute: 

. 

6. Encryption: Compute the parameters: 

Yi = round(Mi × 255), 

Ei = (P(Qi) + Yi)mod255. 

7. Decryption: Compute: . 

Repeat steps (1–6), and compute: 

Di = (Ei – Yi)mod255 

5. Results and Discussion 

To analyse the encrypted image files, the generated 

secret key and the original image file, appropriate 

simulation experiments with MATLAB were used. 

Analysis of the results for each of the main 

parameters is provided in the following subsections. 

5.1 Key Space 

According to [9, 19, 20], an encryption system 

requires more than a 2100 strong secret key, which is 

capable of generating chaotic results to avoid brute-

force attacks. In the proposed work, the key space is 

[2128], due to the used 128-bit secret-key size, in the 

initialization step. 

5.2 Key Sensitivity 

According to [9, 19, 20], a cryptographic system 

needs to be very sensitive to small variations in bits 

of the secret key. In the proposed work, three secret 

keys were used for analysis of key sensitivity; these 

keys differed by one bit, as shown in Table 1. Figure 

1 presents the original image, the encrypted image 

and the corresponding decrypted image using the 

correct key, K3. Figure 2 presents the original image, 

the decrypted image using the modified key K1 and 

the decrypted image using the modified key K2. 

Table 2 presents the Pearson correlations and 

Hamming distances. 

 
Table 1: Three secret keys that differ by one bit. 

Key Secret Key 

K1 09876543210987654321ABCDEFABCDEF 

K2 08876543210987654321ABCDEFABCDEF 

K3 09876543210987654321ABCDEFAACDEF 

 

   

a: Original Lena Image b: Encrypted Lena Image c: Decrypted Lena Image 

Figure 1. Encryption and decryption using the correct key (K3). 
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a: Original Lena Image b: Decrypted Lena Image for K1 c: Decrypted Lena Image for K2 
 

Figure 2. Decryption using the modified keys (K1 and K2). 
 

Table 2: Pearson correlations and Hamming distances. 

Tests S1/S2 S1/S3 S2/S3 

Pearson correlation –0.00089669 –0.00104357 0.00166226 

Hamming distance 0.500012 0.500622 0.499150 

5.3 Sensitivity 

In general, for any ideal cipher system, the values of 

NPCR and UACI need be large enough to avoid 

differential attacks [9, 19, 20]. In this work, Lena 

plain images, which differed only by a single pixel, 

were encrypted. The results are shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: NPCR and UACI values for the Lena image. 

Image name The point Old point value New point 

value 

NPCR (%) UACI (%) 

Lena Test  

(25, 130) 45 46 0.995532 0.335993 

(133, 211) 215 216 0.995532 0.335995 

(212, 150) 188 189 0.995532 0.336004 

(99, 191) 10 11 0.995532 0.335996 

(150, 181) 136 137 0.995532 0.335992 

5.4 Autocorrelation 

It is necessary to reduce the correlation between 

adjacent data to avoid statistical attacks [9, 19, 20]. In 

the proposed work, the autocorrelations of the plain 

image (Lena Test image) and the cipher image, for 

the three channels (RGB) and in the three directions 

(Horizontal, Vertical and Diagonal), are shown in 

Table 4. 

 

 

Table 4: Correlation analysis for Lena plain and cipher images 

Image Horizontal Vertical Diagonal 

 

Plain 

Red 0.953121 0.929651 0.950553 

Green 0.960022 0.918631 0.909547 

Blue 0.982388 0.914872 0.937024 

 

Cipher 

Red 0.004077 0.005119 0.005395 

Green 0.001584 0.002328 0.003025 

Blue 0.009923 0.009348 0.009605 
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5.5 Histograms 

A histogram is a graphical representation displaying 

the underlying frequency distribution of a set of 

continuous data. Usually, to avoid any suspicions the 

encrypted plain image must display a uniform 

distribution for its histogram, while the plain image 

(unencrypted) has its own histogram distribution [9, 

19, 20]. In the proposed work, the histograms of the 

plain and cipher images are shown in Figures 3 and 4, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 3. The plain Lena image and its corresponding histograms for each channel (RGB). 

 

Figure 4. The cipher image and its corresponding histograms for each channel (RGB). 

 

5.6 Information Entropy 

A measure of the unpredictability of a random 

sequence is known as information entropy, and 

is given by [9, 19, 20]: 

. (1) 

 

In the proposed work, the plaintext (image) has 

256 different symbols. The entropy for the 

plaintext image is 8, whereas the entropy for 

the ciphertext image is 7.990245. 

 

5.7 Randomness 

According to [9, 19, 20], they used 

randomness tests to determine if the encryption 

is a good score for randomness or not. The 

results of these tests used the chi-square 

distribution table with a significance level of α 

= 0.05 and a variable degree of freedom. The 

proposed work, for the Lena encrypted image, 

used 200 sequences of cipher, with a length of 

500,000 bits and 100-bit secret key. The 

success of these test results is given as: 

Frequency = 0.840903 

Block Frequency = 0.453430 

Runs = 0.890462 

Longest Run = 0.631078 

Rank    = 0.793833 

FFT    = 0.814489 

Non-Overlapping  = 0.388411 

Serial one      = 0.184240 

Serial two      = 0.699648 

Cumulative Sum    = 0.061395 

5.8 Execution Speed 

Irrespective of the security concerns, other 

characteristics of image encryption are also 

important, such as the execution speed for real-time 

Internet applications. In this work, a laptop with 

Intel(R) CoreTM i3 CPU with 2 GB RAM running on 

Windows XP Home was used to compute the 

execution speed for the proposed 

encryption/decryption. The average time for 

encryption/decryption of the colour Lena image, of 

size 256 × 256 pixels, was measured to be less than 

1.7432 seconds. 

6. Conclusion 

A review of earlier work on chaotic encryption-based images 

revealed the following shortcomings: difficulty remembering 

the secret key, non-repudiation and TRNG. This work 

presented an application of cryptography using FPTRNG and 

the logistic map to overcome these problems. The FPTRNG 

used a secret key for two logistic maps. A sympatric 
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cryptographic system with the logistic map algorithm was 

implemented using confusion and diffusion. 

The experimental results indicated that 1. The work 

can generate very high security levels to resist many 

attacks, such as statistical attacks, differential attacks 

and brute-force attacks. 2. According to the 

cryptographic speed of execution within this work, the 

proposed method is suitable for image-based Internet 

applications. 3. FPTRNG solved the problem of 

remembering the secret key of the logistic map, which 

also facilitated acquiring TRNG and non-repudiation. 
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